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PHMA urges SBP to continue advance payment facility 
Page NO.20 ColNo.01 
Textile manufacturers-cum-exporters on Thursday demanded of the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) to 
continue its advance payment facility for export-oriented industrial units to make imports. In a letter to 
Governor SBP, Tariq Bajwa, Chief Coordinator Pakistan Hosiery Manufacturers & Exporters Association 
(PHMA), Muhammad Javed Bilwani showed concerns over the withdrawal of the facility that enables 
industrial units to import items for export purposes. A copy of the letter has also been provided 
to Business Recorder. 
 
He said that the facility withdrawal will 'severely' affect the export oriented industries of the country. The 
move will delay export shipments besides scaling up the cost of production. "Generally, exporters import 
trim and accessories from the buyers' nominated foreign suppliers that only start working after advance 
payments," the letter says. 
 
It adds that "Further Export Orientated Unit has to abide buyers' requirements, otherwise future orders will 
not be placed. Additionally, the dollar value of accessories is nominal, thus, opening of LC is not feasible 
and time consuming". 
 
It urged the SBP to grant the export orientated industrial units to make advance payment for imports of 
accessories and trims that are used in products. "These temporary imports are for export purposes only, 
otherwise, all the goods requiring imported accessories will face major hurdles causing a significant blow 
to the Export Industry," according to the PHMA letter. 
 
Giving a reference of a circular, it states: "Whereby, the SBP has withdrawn the facility extended to 
Authorized Dealers to make import advance payments against irrevocable Letter of Credit [L/C] up to 100 
percent of the value of the goods and up to $10,000 - per invoice for the import of all eligible items without 
the requirement on the subject merit consideration, they may approach State Bank of Pakistan along with 
appropriate recommendations on a case to case basis." 
 
The PHMA demands of the Governor SPB to direct the concerned department to issue a fresh circular 
granting permission only for export oriented industrial units (excluding commercial importers) to make the 
advance payment against imports up to $10,000 per invoice. 
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